Given a finite set D of positive integers, the distance graph G(Z, D) has Z as the vertex set and {ij : |i−j| ∈ D} as the edge set. Given D, the asymptotic clique covering ratio is defined as S(D) = lim sup n→∞ n cl(n) , where cl(n) is the minimum number of cliques covering any consecutive n vertices of G(Z, D). The parameter S(D) is closely related to the ratio
n→∞ n cl(n) , where cl(n) is the minimum number of cliques covering any consecutive n vertices of G(Z, D). The parameter S(D) is closely related to the ratio sp T (G) χ(G) of a graph G, where χ(G) and sp T (G) denote, respectively, the chromatic number and the optimal span of a T -coloring of G. We prove that for any finite set D, S(D) is a rational number and can be realized by a "periodical" clique covering of G(Z, D). Then we investigate the problem for which sets D the equality S(D) = ω(G(Z, D)) holds. (In general, S(D) ≤ ω(G(Z, D)), where ω(G) is the clique number of G.) This problem turns out to be related to T -colorings and to fractional chromatic number and circular chromatic number of distance graphs. Through such connections, we shall show that the equality S(D) = ω(G(Z, D)) holds for many classes of distance graphs. Moreover, we raise questions regarding other such connections.
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Introduction
Let D be a set of positive integers, the distance graph generated by D, denoted by G(Z, D), has all the integers Z as the vertex set, and two vertices are adjacent if their absolute difference falls within the set D. The set D is called the distance set (or D-set for short) of the graph G(Z, D). For n ≥ 1, we denote by G(n, D) the subgraph of G(Z, D) induced by the set of vertices {0, 1, · · · , n − 1}. The study of the chromatic number of distance graphs was initiated by Eggleton, Erdős and Skilton [10] . Their motivation was to study the 1-dimensional analogous of the well-known plane coloring problem (i.e., finding the minimum number of colors needed to color the plane so that no two points of unit distance are colored the same color). Later on, it was found that the chromatic number and fractional chromatic number of distance graphs are related to many other problems, such as T -colorings [3, 24] , diophantine approximations [35] , density of D-sets [15] and circulant graphs [20] , etc.
Focusing on finite distance sets D, we consider the problem of covering the vertices of distance graphs G(Z, D) by cliques. This problem is equivalent to proper vertex-coloring the complement of G(Z, D), which is also a distance graph whose distance set is Z + − D. In this sense, we are still considering vertex-coloring problem for distance graphs. We choose to use the language of clique-covering instead of vertex-coloring because it is easier to deal with distance graphs whose distance sets are finite. A useful observation in coloring distance graphs is that we only need to color the subgraph of G(Z, D) induced by the set of non-negative integers {0, 1, · · ·}.
Therefore, throughout the article (especially in Sections 2 and 3), unless indicated, we shall restrict our discussion of clique coverings to this subgraph.
Our study of clique covering of distance graphs with finite distance sets is mo-tivated by problems concerning T -colorings which arose from the channel assignment problem introduced by Hale [16] . Given a finite set T (called T -set) of nonnegative integers with 0 ∈ T , a T -coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is a mapping
is a mapping h : V → V such that h(x)h(y) is an edge of H whenever xy is an edge
and vice versa. Thus, an equivalent definition of sp T (G) is
It is usually very difficult to determine the minimum span sp T (G) of a graph G. Much of the earlier efforts in the study of T -coloring have been focused on finding upper and lower bounds of sp T (G) in terms of other parameters such as ω(G), the clique number (i.e., the size of a maximum clique in G), and χ(G), the chromatic number of G [5, 28, 21, 22, 27] . For a given T -set, let σ n denote the minimum span of K n . It is easy to see that σ ω(G) ≤ sp T (G) ≤ σ χ(G) [5] .
We are interested in the ratio
. The two parameters sp T (G) and χ(G) are certainly closely related to each other. For instance, when χ(G) goes to infinity, then so does sp T (G). We are interested in finding quantitative relations between these two parameters. In particular, we shall investigate the range of the ratio
.
An upper bound of
can be obtained easily as follows. Because sp T (G) ≤ σ χ(G) for any graph G, we have
In the case that G = K n , then
. So the upper bound for
above is sharp. Note that σn n is bounded, since σ n ≤ n × (max{d : d ∈ D} + 1).
The asymptotic ratio R(T ) = lim n→∞ σn n has been studied by several authors.
It was proved independently and differently by Rabinowitz and Proulx [26] and by Griggs and Liu [15] that for any given finite T -set, R(T ) exists and is a rational number ≥ 2, except when T = {0}, R(T ) = 1. Moreover, the difference sequence
is eventually periodic [15] . It was noted in [15] that R(T ) is equivalent to the reciprocal of "density of sequences with missing distances," an earlier number theory problem studied by Cantor and Gordon [1] and by Haralambis [17] .
The study of the clique covering of the distance graphs arises from the approach of the lower bound of the ratio
. Suppose sp T (G) = n − 1, then G admits a homomorphism to G(n, D), where D = T − {0}. Note that a proper k-coloring of a graph G is simply a homomorphism of G to K k . Since homomorphism (considered as a binary relation on the set of graphs) is transitive (i.e., if H admits a homomorphism to H and H admits a homomorphism to H then H admits a homomorphism to , D) )
is a core (i.e., G(n, D) does not admit a homomorphism to any of its proper subgraphs, for example, we may choose n = sp T (K m ) + 1 for some integer m), we know that the lower bound for the ratio
above is also sharp.
Similarly to the study of the parameter R(T ), we investigate the asymptotic ratio lim sup 
, and distance graphs G(Z, D) for which
). In particular, whether or not one of the classes is a subset of the other. We shall show that there are distance graphs for which
. By discussing regular colorings of distance graphs, we provide some support for this suspicion.
Definitions and preliminary results
In the remaining part of this article, unless indicated, let D be a fixed finite set of positive integers, and let d be the maximum element of D. For simplicity, we shall denote the distance graph G(Z, D) by G.
Let f be a clique covering of G. We may regard f as a mapping that assigns to each vertex x a color f (x). Since the vertices of the same color induce a clique in G, the number of cliques covering a subset S ⊂ Z by f is |f (S)|. For i < j, we shall
denote the initial segment of f ending at i, and let f [., .] denote the whole sequence f . The notations f {i, .}, f {., i} and f {., .} are defined analogously.
Definition 1 A clique covering sequence of G is an infinite sequence of integers
The following lemma follows directly from the definition.
Lemma 1 An infinite sequence f is a clique covering sequence of G if and only if
is a clique covering sequence of G, the asymptotic covering ratio of f , denoted by S f , is defined as
Two clique covering sequences f and f are isomorphic if there is a one-to-one
, if they have the same length (i.e., k = k ) and there is a one-to-one onto
. We call f a periodical clique covering if there exists an integer p ≥ 2d
Definition 3 Suppose f is a clique covering sequence or a partial clique covering
Note that the adjusted covering ratio of a complete segment f [i, j − 1] is no less than the covering ratio of the subsequence
) be the sequence defined by:
Then f is called the sequence obtained from f by cutting off the complete segment
is still a partial clique covering sequence of
Proof. It follows from the definition of f that f [0, i + 2d] ≡ f [0, i + 2d], and
which is a partial clique covering of G.
By Lemma 1, it remains to show that if f (x) = f (y) and x < y, then x ≥ y − d. Assume to the contrary that there exist x and y, x < y − d, such that
and f is a partial clique covering sequence. This implies that
contrary to Lemma 1, as f is a clique covering sequence. In the latter case, j + t is adjacent to y + j − i, and x is adjacent to i + t, so
Then we get a contradiction that t ≥ d + 1 and t ≤ d. Hence, f is a partial clique covering sequence of G.
Now we prove the second part. It follows from the definition that exactly those colors in the set f {i, j + 2d} − f {i, i + 2d} which are used by f but not by f . Because |f {i, i + 2d}| = |f {j, j + 2d}|, so |f {i, j + 2d} − f {i, i + 2d}| = |f {i, j + 2d} − f {j, j + 2d}| = |f {i, j − 1} − f {j, j + 2d}|. Hence the moreover part follows. Q.E.D. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, |f {0, q+2d−(j−i)}| = |f {0, q+2d}|−|f {i, j−1}−f {j, j+2d}|.
Hence, we have
The inequality above follows from the assumption that
and the fact that
The moreover part can be proved similarly. We shall leave it to the reader.
Q.E.D. x < i y q, i x < i y , and f (x) = g ix (a x ) = f (y) = g iy (a y ). By definition of g j , we know that g ix {0, q + 2d} ∩ g iy {0, q + 2d} ⊂ g ix {q, q + 2d} ∩ g iy {0, 2d}. Therefore, there exists some t, q ≤ t ≤ q + 2d, such that g ix (t) = g ix (a x ). Since g ix is a partial clique covering sequence, t − a x ≤ d, hence t < q + d. Then f (i x q + t) = f (x) = f (y), and
This contradicts the minimality of y − x.
It follows from the definition that |f {0, kq + 2d}| = k|g{0, q − 1} − g{q, q + 2d}| + |g{q, q + 2d}|. Therefore 
Q.E.D.

Periodical clique covering sequence with optimal covering ratio
In this section, we prove the following result:
Theorem 5 Given D, there exists a periodical clique covering sequence f with S f =
S(D).
Proof. Let = (2d + 1) 2d+2 , and let Q be the set of all non-isomorphic partial clique 
It is straightforward to verify that g is a partial clique covering sequence of G and In other words, we consider for what distance graphs whose vertices can be partitioned into cliques of maximum size ?
We first define the fractional chromatic number and the circular chromatic number of a graph which are needed in the discussion. The fractional chromatic number χ f (G) of a graph G is the minimum total weight that can be assigned to the independent sets of G so that for each vertex x the total weight of those independent sets containing x is at least 1. A (k, d)-coloring of a graph G is a function that assigns to each vertex a color from the set {0, 1,
for every edge xy of G. The circular chromatic number χ c (G) of G is the minimum
The following are known [33] :
Now we relate Question 1 to a class of distance graphs which arose from the study in T -colorings. A T -set has property (**) if the following is true:
The problem about which T -sets have property (**) was studied by several authors [5, 27, 21, 22, 23] . Our next result shows that this problem is related to Question 1.
Theorem 7
If T has the property (**) and let
Proof. It was proved in [21] that T has the property (**) if and only
. Therefore we have (Z, D) ).
Q.E.D.
The converse of Theorem 7 is not always true. There are sets D such that
As an example, let D = {a, a + 1, · · · , b}. We prove in the next result that for such distance sets D, S(D) = ω(G (Z, D) ) always holds. However, it was proved in [22] that if T = {0, a, a + 1, · · · , b}, then T has the property (**) if and only if b is a multiple of a.
Proof. It was proved in [2] 
The coloring of distance graphs has been studied extensively [2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 19, 8, 9, 24, 25, 30, 29, 32, 34, 35] . It seems unlikely that some general coloring method can find the chromatic number of all distance graphs. However, there is a very simple general coloring method that works for many distance graphs: the regular coloring method. This method was used to determine not only the chromatic number but also the circular chromatic number of many distance graphs [2, 3, 6, 14, 20, 35] .
The essence of the regular coloring method is revealed in the proof of Theorem 9
below, which was proved in [31] . In order to explain this coloring method, we include a proof here.
For any real number x, let ||x|| denote the distance from x to the nearest integer. 
Then for any edge ij of G(Z, D), |i − j| ∈ D. Hence
To determine the circular chromatic number of G(Z, D) by using the regular coloring method, one usually proves that
is a lower bound for the fractional chromatic number, i.e.,
. Combining this with (*), we obtain
Our next result shows that S(D)
is equal to the clique number of G(Z, D).
. It follows from (*) and Theorem 9 that
. We shall show that S(D) = ω(G (Z, D) ).
, where p, q are positive integers. We choose p and q so that mp ≥ max{x : x ∈ D} (thus, mp and q are not necessarily coprime). By the proof of Theorem 9, the mapping f defined by were completely solved by Huang and Chang [18] . The circular chromatic number of G(Z, D m,k,s ) was investigated in [3, 18, 34] , and the complete solution was recently obtained by Zhu [34] .
The following result was proved in [34] : For the case that q ≥ 2, one can extend the method above by first repeating (1) and (2) together for q times and then adjoining (3) . To be precise, we partition the Q.E.D.
